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NB ROSALIND
£32,500.00

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Style

Cruiser

Berth

4

Length

42ft

+ Hull Liverpool Boats, F/O Liverpool
+ S/F Stove with Radiators

HULL:

This 42ft Liverpool cruiser style hull is newly painted in green with red
coach lines and a red grab rail. There is a roomy cruiser stern with an
external step making access in to the boat easier. A large storage
locker and an enclosed engine panel.
In the bow there is access to the gas locker, below the front deck is an
integrated water tank of aprox 682Ltr, (150 Gall). The front deck has a
cratch cover and two lockers/seats along with storage for the anchor.
The boat has been professionally ﬁtted out by Liverpool boats ﬁtted out
in oak with dark wood trim.
In 2015 when the repaint was carried out the deck boards were also
replaced and sound prooﬁng added, the gas locker was repainted and
the brass mushroom vents were lacquered.
Height to cabin centre 6ft 4” (1.93M)
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BERTHS:

2/4 Berth

BEDROOM:

Coming down from the back steps the bed is set to your left as you
enter the boat, consisting of a ﬁxed double with storage cupboard at
the foot end, under the bed are 2 large drawers. There is also a
cupboard over the bed housing two reading lights along with a clear
boat management panel housing the electric circuit switches and
battery voltage indicator.

SALOON:

Measuring 9 1/2 ft, (2.9m) it has a large “L” shaped dinette,
upholstered in a green fabric, with storage under. It has a good sized
table, which can be neatly stowed on the wall. On the one side at the
front is a cupboard which houses the radio and in the other a Morso
Squirrel stove set on a tiled black hearth. The Morso Squirrel stove has
a back boiler which feeds two radiators one in the corridor and the
other in the bathroom. There is a brass double 240 socket and a 12V
point, on the wall there are four brass spotlights as well as ceiling
mounted lights. The ﬂoor is covered in beige carpet. A storage step
provides access to the front bow via two partially glazed wooden doors.

GALLEY:

this functional galley has a cream Vanette 4 ring hob and matching
Vanette Over, a stainless steel sink and fold down ﬂap for extra work
space. There is a concealed Inlander fridge.
On the opposite side of the kitchen is a double slimline storage
cupboard with drawers which provides a lot of storage. As well as wall
mounted cupboards for easily accessible storage. In the corner is a 12V
socket.

BATHROOM:

Comprises a Thetford Cassette toilet, compact vanity unit with oval
bowl and storage under . A tasteful tiled shower cubicle with a curtain
over. The ﬂoor is covered in wood eﬀect cushion ﬂoor and there is a
radiator. Out in the corridor is a full length storage cupboard with a
shelf and hanging.

ENGINE AND
ELECTRICS:

Beta 35 with PRM Garbox,1 starter battery and 3 domestic batteries.

OTHER
EQUIPMENT:

3 x ﬁre extinguishers, 1 x ﬁre blanket. 2 x 13Kg Gas bottles. A life ring,
ladder, anchor and rope, tunnel light and external shore power socket
for 240V.
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If you are thinking of visiting us to view this narrowboat we strongly
INTERESTED IN
recommend you telephone us before setting out, to make sure it is still
THIS BOAT?
available for sale and hasn't just gone "Under Oﬀer".

Category: Price Reduction

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
42ft Cruiser Stern 2002
Hull Liverpool Boats, F/O Liverpool
Beta 35
4 Berth, S/F Stove with Radiators
£32,500
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